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Stem Trailbrazer Bios

Have you ever shared a photo, played a game, or written a status update online? 
Or have you ever wondered who developed computer coding? This series unveils 

all the secrets of great pioneers in science and technology and encourages young 
people to see science and technology as cool career paths. Moreover, biographies are 
becoming more popular, especially those in the science and technology fields. 

STEM Bios 
Mark Zuckerberg  

9781467797153 • £5.99

STEM Bios
 Markus Persson  

9781467797139 • £5.99

STEM Bios
 Stephen Hawking  

9781467797177 • £5.99

STEM Bios
Shigeru Miyamoto  

9781467797238 • £5.99

STEM Bios
 Ada Lovelace  

9781512413038 • £5.99

STEM Bios
 Jane Goodall  

9781512413090 • £5.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 7 - 11
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Animal Traits

Animal Traits 
Bald Eagles  

9781467796293 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 California Condors  

9781467796392 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Emperor Penguins  

9781467796255 • £6.99

Animal Traits
Grey Wolves  

9781467760607 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Grizzly Bears  

9781467760614 • £6.99

Animal Taits
Ostriches

9781467796330 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 7-10
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The Animal Traits series builds students’ critical thinking skills by helping them gather 
and analyse information about what makes animals similar to and different from one 

another. The clear text and vibrant photos show how some species in the same animal 
group—such as mammals—have similar traits, while other animals in the group vary 
widely in appearance, behaviour, habitat, and life cycle. In each book, readers compare 
and contrast traits of the main animal to several other animals, drawing conclusions 
about how they all fit into the same animal group

Animal Traits 
Pileated Woodpecker  

9781467796378 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Platypuses  

9781467760645 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Ruby-Throat Hummingbirds  

9781467796316 • £6.99

Animal Traits 
Snowy Owls  

9781467796279 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Toco Toucans  

9781467796354 • £6.99

Animal Traits
 Vampire Bats 

9781467760669 • £6.99
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Bel Weather Girl

Author is Belinda Jensen, chief meteorologist for an important television station, here 
presenting the science behind blizzards in a kid-friendly picture book. The story line 

is designed to engage children and alleviate fears kids may have about storms. Belinda 
has been visiting 2nd grade classrooms for the past two decades and is also a mother 
herself, so she really knows how to talk to children about weather at a level they can 
understand.

Bel Weather Girl 
A Party for Clouds  

9781467797511 • £5.99

Bel Weather Girl
 A Snowstorm Shows Off 
9781467797436 • £5.99

Bel Weather Girl
 Raindrops on a Roller Coaster  

9781467797474 • £5.99

Bel Weather Girl
Trouble Tornadoes

9781467797535 • £5.99

Bel Weather Girl
Weather Clues in the Sky 
9781467797450 • £5.99

Bel Weather Girl
Wind and Water  

9781467797498 • £5.99

• Page Extent: 24 pp
• Format: PB
• Ages: 4 - 9
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Cool Science

As part of the Searchlight Books collection, this series sheds light on an intriguing 
topic - What’s Cool about Science?. Clear Text, vivid photos, and real-life examples 

bring these amazing technologies to life!

Cool Science 
Discover Bionics 

9781512412833 • £7.99

Cool Science
 Discover Cryobiology  
9781512412840 • £7.99

Cool Science
 Discover Drones  

9781512412864 • £7.99

Cool Science
Discover Medicine  

9781512412857 • £7.99

Cool Science
 Discover Nanotechnolo-

gy  9781512412888 • £7.99

Cool Science
 Discover Robotics  

9781512412895 • £7.99

• Page Extent: 40 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12 

Cool Science
 Discover Forensics  

9781512412871 • £7.99

Cool Science
 Discover Space Exploration  

9781512412901 • £7.99
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First Step Non-Fiction

Author Robin Nelson’s jobs have always kept her surrounded by books as an 
elementary teacher, working at a publishing company, and working in a library. But 

her favourite job is writing books for kids. She has written more than 140 non-fiction 
books for children. She lives with her family in Minneapolis.

First Step Non-Fiction 
Crawling Cockroaches 
9781512412192 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
 Creeping Caterpillars  
9781512412178 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
 Darting Dragonflies  

9781512412208 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
Slimy Snails  

9781512412222 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
 Speedy Centipedes

9781512412185 • £4.99

• Page Extent: 24 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12

First Step Non-Fiction
 Flashing Fireflies  

9781512412215 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
 Wiggling Earthworms  
9781512412246 • £4.99

First Step Non-Fiction
Web-Spinning Spiders
9781512412239 • £4.99
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Lightning Bolt Books: Biome Explorers

Author Buffy Silverman enjoys finding bats, birds, bugs, and other animals near 
her home in Michigan. When she’s not exploring the great outdoors, she writes 

science books for children. Her stories have also appeared in Ladybug, Spider, Cricket, 
Highlights, Odyssey, and Ranger Rick.

Let’s Visit the 
Deciduous Forest 

9781512412260 • £5.99

Let’s Visit the
 Desert

 9781512412284 • £5.99

Let’s Visit the
 Evergreen Forest  

9781512412291 • £5.99

Let’s Visit the
Lake

  9781512412314 • £5.99

Let’s Visit the
 Ocean

9781512412321 • £5.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12

Let’s Visit the
Grassland  9781512412307 

• £5.99

Let’s Visit the
 Tundra

  9781512412345 • £5.99

Let’s Visit the
Rainforest

9781512412338 • £5.99
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Lightning Bolt Books: How vehicles work

This series, written by prolific author Buffy Silverman, encourages readers to explore 
complex machines and how they work, and titles tie in closely to inquiry-based 

science standards. A bright, appealing design readers to pick up these books for 
pleasure, and along the way they’ll encounter a fun, high-interest science lesson. With 
engaging Lightning Bolt Books design and accessible text, these introductions to the 
mechanics of trucks and cars will pique young readers’ interest in engineering.

How Vehicles Work
Big Rigs

  9781467796774 • £6.99

How Vehicles Work
 Fire Trucks 

9781467796798 • £6.99

How Vehicles Work
Monster Trucks

9781467796835 • £6.99

How Vehicles Work
Tanks

9781467796859 • £6.99

How Vehicles Work
Trains

9781467796873 • £6.99

How Vehicles Work
Formula 1 Race Cars

9781467796811 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 4-8
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Lightning Bolt Books: our digital world

This series addresses timely and important topics in the field of technology from both 
a social/emotional angle and a STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) 

angle. These books show how scientific breakthroughs of the past led to the technology 
we use today and how STEM education can be applied to exciting and up-and-coming 
careers

What is
Computer Coding?  

9781467783071 • £6.99

How Can I Be A
Good Digital Citizen?

9781467783118 • £6.99

How Do Computers Talk
To One Another?

9781467783170 • £6.99

What’s Inside
My Computer?

9781467783194 • £6.99

What Are 
Programs And Apps?

9781467783156 • £6.99

How Do 
Video Games Work?

9781467783156 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 6-9
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Lightning Bolt Books: plant experiments

Try fun, hands-on experiments to learn all about plants! Text written by an experienced 
science writer. The emphasis on hands-on lessons is directly in line with Next 

Generation Science Standards Experiments and helps make lessons about plants “stick”!

Experiment With
Photosynthesis

9781467760751 • £6.99

Experiments With
A Plant Needs To Grow
9781467760775 • £6.99

Experiments With
A Plant’s Living Environment

9781467783170 • £6.99

Experiment With
A Plant’s Roots

9781467783194 • £6.99

Experiment With
Pollination

9781467783156 • £6.99

Experiment With
Parts of a Plant

9781467760744 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 5-8
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Lightning Bolt Books: robots

This series, which answers teachers’ call for STEM materials, taps into a topic that 
couldn’t be more popular today--robots! Vibrant photos and colourful pages bring the 

topic of robots to life. These books provide teachers with a resource that is high interest, 
given the explosion of robotics and robot competitions in the last couple of years. 
Moreover, each book is part of the well-respected Lightning Bolt Books brand, which is 
known for quality when it comes to engaging and on-level text.

Helper Robots
9781467745086 • £6.99

Robots at Home
9781467745093 • £6.99

Robots in Space
9781467745109 • £6.99

Weather Robots
9781467745116 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 5-8
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searchlight books: Digital citizenship

As the Internet is increasingly a part of all of our lives, it is important for children to 
gain awareness of their role in a larger digital society. This series promotes effective 

and responsible use of technology by discussing topics such as internet safety, smart 
Internet searches, reliable sources, cyberbullying, and many others. It also stresses 
the permanent nature of the Internet, and its ability to impact future employment 
opportunities, an important concept for children to learn early. The information is 
detailed and organized, with visual aides (photos, diagrams) to accompany the text. 

Smart Online Communication
Protecting Your Digital Footprint

9781467796958 • £7.99

• Page Extent: 40 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12

Smart Online Searching
Doing Digital Research
9781467796934 • £7.99

Smart Internet Surfing
Evaluating Websites & Advertising 

9781467796897 • £7.99

Digital Safety Smarts
Preventing Cyberbullying
9781467796910 • £7.99
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searchlight books: how does your body work?

This series will be useful in any collection needing updated texts about the human 
body. The titles clearly explain what functions each of the six systems performs. The 

design is eye-catching and attractive, with lots of clean white space and an easy-on-the-
eyes font. Captioned photographs or colourful diagrams appear on every page. Many 
of the photographs were taken with a microscope and are sure to fascinate children. In 
every volume, the detailed photo captions and sidebars provide additional interesting 
factoids that complement the main texts. 

Your
Muscular System

9781580139618 • £7.99

• Page Extent: 40 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 7-10

Your
Respiratory System

9781580139632 • £7.99

Your
Skeletal System

 9781580139649 • £7.99

Your
Digestive System

9781580139601 • £7.99

Your
Nervous System

9781580139625 • £7.99

Your
Circulatory System

9781580139595 • £7.99
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searchlight books: Reducing pollution

Climate change is an important current issue, often the focus of school projects and 
assignments. These volumes present environmental issues from a local and global 

perspective, framing the discussion around kids’ everyday lives. Topics discussed 
are timely, including various types of pollution (e-waste), fracking and its effects, the 
importance of recycling, and more. While the information is at times dire, it is fact-based, 
not alarmist.

How Can We Reduce
Agricultural Pollution?

9781467796972 • £7.99

• Page Extent: 40 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12

How Can We Reduce
Fossil Fuel Pollution?

9781467796996 • £7.99

How Can We Reduce
Household Waste?

 9781467797016 • £7.99

How Can We Reduce
Manufacturing Pollution?
9781467797030 • £7.99

How Can We Reduce
Nuclear Pollution?

9781467797054 • £7.99

How Can We Reduce
Transportation Pollution?
9781467797078 • £7.99
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searchlight books: simple machines

These books are written by the experienced and award-winning science author Sally 
M. Walker and elementary educator Roseann Feldmann. Each features on-level text 

and accessible, illuminating experiments to illustrate science concepts, with photos 
of each experiment and a close link between text and photos provide extra reading 
support.

Put Levers
to the Test  

9780761378662 • £7.99

Put Inclined Planes
 to the Test  

9780761378655 • £7.99

Put Pulleys
 to the Test  

9780761378679 • £7.99

Put Screws
to the Test  

9780761378686• £7.99

Put Wedges
 to the Test  

9780761378693 • £7.99

Put Wheels & Axels
 to the Test  

9780761378709 • £7.99

• Page Extent: 40 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 7 - 9
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write this way

These brief, well-written, and well-organized volumes are jam-packed with solid 
guidelines. Written in a conversational, reader-friendly tone, the series will engage 

serious students. Colourful sidebars are interspersed. “Learn from the Masters” provides 
examples and tips from renowned writers, “Write It Out” offers exercises, and “Writers on 
Writing” presents quotes from well-known authors on navigating the process. The series 
as a whole holds out the happy prospect that there’s a type of prose suited to almost 
every aspiring writer but that it just takes practice, an idea, and willingness to revise.

Writing
Fantastic Fiction

9781467782906 • £8.99

• Page Extent: 56 pages
• Format: PB

Writing
Intriguing Informational Pieces

9781467782845 • £8.99

Writing
Notable Narrative Nonfiction

 9781467782920 • £8.99

Writing
Outstanding Opinion Pieces

9781467782869 • £8.99

Writing
Powerful persuasive Pieces

9781467782883 • £8.99
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words are categorical

The twenty-fifth entry in the Words Are CATegorical series once again pairs rhymed 
examples and explanations to cartoon scenes featuring well-caffeinated cats in a 

range of costumes and unnatural colours acting out the suggested meanings. As with 
previous books, it’s not a systematic survey but rather a quick skim—so quick that 
some common suffixes, such as -ism and -ology, are left out, and others that do appear 
(specifically -ward, -ation, and -ery) aren’t picked up in the closing summary chart. 

A Bat Cannot Bat, a Stair Cannot Stare: 
More about Homonyms and Homophones

9781512417999 • £8.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 6-9

Ful and -Less, -Er and -Ness: 
What Is a Suffix?

9781512400885 • £8.99

Pre- and Re-, Mis- and Dis-: 
What Is a Prefix?

 9781467793834 • £8.99

Breezier, Cheesier, Newest, and Bluest: 
What Are Comparatives and Superlatives?

9781467760782 • £8.99
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lightning bolt books:  healthy eating

This series aims to inform children about nutritional issues and encourage healthy and 
diverse food selections. Various topics are covered, including the five food groups, 

veganism, and food safety. The format is eye-catching, the large, with highly readable 
text complemented by captioned colour photographs. A “Try This” section at the end of 
each book provides different ways students can get invested in their nutritional health by 
offering tips like checking expiration dates and keeping a food journal, along with mini-
recipe ideas. “Fun Facts” provide additional titbits on vitamins.

What’s on My Plate?
Choosing from the Five Food Groups 

9781467796712 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 32 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 4-8

Caution in the Kitchen! Germs, Allergies, 
and Other Health Concerns

9781467796699 • £6.99

Taste Something New!: 
Giving Different Foods a Try 

 9781467796750 • £6.99

Why Doesn’t Everyone Eat Meat?: 
Vegetarianism and Special Diets

9781467796736 • £6.99
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super social studies info-graphics

Economics Through Infographics 
9781467745642 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 48 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 8-12

World Geography Through Infographics 
9781467745697 • £6.99

AFRICA
Is Not A Country 

 9780761316473 • £7.99

africa is not 
a country
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ON MY OWN FOLKLORE

These folk-tales are separated into sections, giving them the appearance of early 
chapter books. The large-print texts, accompanied by bright watercolour illustrations, 

reflect the culture from which they originated while remaining straightforward and 
concise, keeping emerging readers in mind. In the first book, Tsukahara Bokuden, a 
nobleman, bests a warrior who tries to get on a ferry before everyone else and then 
demands another man’s seat. The afterword explains that the protagonist was a real 
person. The second book explains how King Kukulkán gave his people the gift of 
chocolate in spite of making the other gods angry.

Anansi and The Box of Stories 
9780822567455 • £6.99

• Page Extent: 48 pages
• Format: PB
• Ages: 7-9

The Chocolate Tree: A Mayan Folktale
9781580138512 • £5.99


